
MID-WHEEL DRIVE 
JUST GOT BETTER
Introducing the M3 Corpus® – the first 
in the new M-series from Permobil



ENABLE YOUR USERS 
GIVE THEM THE 
CONFIDENT MOBILITY 
THEY DESERVE
Choose the M3 Corpus®, the first in Permobil’s 
new M-series mid-wheel chairs...

We know that, as therapists, you face many challenges when trying to find the 
right combination of mobility, seating and positioning for your users. Clinical 
and other issues demand serious solutions, which must be matched with the right 
power base, so your users get the best possible functionality, independence and 
quality of life.

We want you to know that Permobil has developed our new family of mid-wheel 
drive chairs, the M-Series, just as we always have – with those challenges in 
mind. And when used in conjunction with the Corpus seating system, we’re 
confident the combination will improve your users’ quality of life.

…so users can live their lives better.

Corpus® – the benchmark in rehab seating 

•  Five power functions, supporting a user’s body
and increasing functionality

• Completely customisable and adaptable to the user’s
changing needs over time

•  Memory for 3 optimal pressure relief and
relaxation positions

•  Proven to help reduce risk of pressure injuries
and other secondary complications

What the M3 offers 

•Intuitive driving
•  Innovative suspension for superior ride

comfort and grip, indoors and out
• Unparalleled level of stability
• Increased reach and forward tilt
• Smaller footprint
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The M3's

stability
gives me more 
confidence
when driving 
elevated. 
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WHY YOU SHOULD 
RECOMMEND THE 
PERMOBIL M-SERIES
Mid-wheel chairs can now do more than 
ever for users.

Because Permobil has rethought and redesigned the mid-wheel chair 
completely, the M3 Corpus offers your users a wide range of mobility benefits. 

Why mid-wheel chairs are better by design
Better navigation: In a mid-wheel driving becomes intuitive as the user is in 
line with the chair’s turning point. With less chair in front of a user it is easier for 
them to navigate, which allows them better access to the things in their world.

Better manoeuvrability: Mid-wheel chairs turn in their own space – so turning 
circles are small. This makes them superior compared to rear-wheel drives when 
it comes to performance indoors. 

Better stability on ramps and slopes: With the user positioned in the middle 
of the chair, on top of the drive wheels, weight is distributed evenly. This in turn 
leads to greater stability when driving, especially on ramps and slopes.

Better driving performance: Rear-wheel drives are no longer the only option 
if a user wants to go fast outdoors. The M3 Corpus can reach up to 10 km/h. 
Smart suspension and effective anti-flutter caster design contribute to a stable 
and safe driving experience with smooth steering.

The M3 Corpus: inspiring confidence in your users 
With its superior suspension, steering and seating, the M3 Corpus allows 
users to participate more in their lives, enabling them to do what they  
want to do – from the every day to the more delightful. 

When compared to rear-wheel drive chairs, the M3 Corpus levels the playing 
field. You can now be confident that by recommending the M3, you’re 
providing your user with a optimum solution for their mobility needs.



WE HAVE WHAT YOU 
NEED TO OFFER A 
COMPLETE SOLUTION
Corpus – the best seating rehab system: The completely customisable Corpus 
seating system supports a user’s body shape perfectly whilst enabling the most 
movement and functionality possible. With five power functions, it provides 
positive rehab solutions that ultimately lead to greater participation and a better 
health-related quality of life.

Positioning and shear reduction: Corpus’s power recline function offers up 
to 180° of recline, helping repositioning for pressure relief and relaxation, and 
making catheterisation easier. The bio-mechanical backrest gives up to 130 mm 
of sliding, anti-shear movement, helping users with skin break-down issues.  
And by maintaining a user’s body position in relation to the backrest, the chair 
can still be operated while performing pressure relief.

Pressure relief through tilting: The ability to tilt backwards is a major factor 
in counteracting pressures injuries. With up to 50° of rear tilt, particularly 
when used with the power recline function, the Corpus system allows a user to 
achieve a number of comfortable, functional positions – or combine them – to 
maximise pressure relief.

Helping to treat oedema: The power adjustable leg rest angle is crucial for 
treating lower extremity oedema. When used with tilt and/or recline functions,  
the body can be moved into a position where the legs are 30 cm above heart 
level, allowing the fluid to drain away.* Adjustable leg rests also help to reduce  
or even prevent contractures of the knee joints. 

Connectivity: We make sure users are also plugged into the world. With 
BLUETOOTH® and infrared technology built into the joystick users can control 
their smartphone, up to two tablets or PCs, and connect to their home 
environment to control phone, TV – even turn the lights off and on**.

Supports and accessories: Our supports offer optimal comfort, so users can 
increase the amount of time they sit, in a relaxed, functional position, enabling 
them to get more out of their day. 

*Subject to approval by a medical professional.

**May require extra equipment not supplied by Permobil



THE M-SERIES. 
GOOD FOR YOUR  
USERS. GOOD FOR  
YOUR ORGANISATION.
Permobil quality in our best-ever mid-wheel chairs
You know Permobil’s reputation for quality in front-wheel drive chairs. 
We’ve now brought that to the M-Series. 

We’ve rebuilt our mid-wheel chairs from the ground up, with new suspension 
systems providing a level of ride comfort streets ahead of the M300 and  
M400. With a smaller footprint, and the seat now positioned further forward 
– up to 55 mm than other mid-wheel chairs – driving is intuitive for users, and
there’s no interference with the front caster wheels, when you choose the smaller
footplate option.

Improving users’ life quality while making your life easier
Simplicity and innovative design makes the M3 Corpus stand out from the 
competition. The chassis has fewer mechanical parts compared to other  
mid-wheel chairs – so fewer parts that might need repairing. 

That increases the reliability of the chairs for your customers, so less down 
time for them. It will also make trouble-shooting (if needed) easier, both in  
terms of parts and labour – so increased peace of mind for you.

Our modular approach to engineering means that the mid-wheel chairs have parts 
common to the F3 Corpus and F5 Corpus. Simplifying service and maintenance.

The numbers add up
We’re confident that the M3 Corpus will provide your users with a complete 
solution to their mobility needs, and with its increased reliability, ease of 
maintenance and simplicity of design, it represents a sound investment from  
an operational point of view.

Of course we’ll help you in recommending the chairs, with free technical training 
and telephone support.



Active Reach: 
up to 20° of forward tilt
at any elevation*.

Mid-wheel drive with 
Smooth suspension.

M3 CORPUS®

FOR CONFIDENT  
MID-WHEEL DRIVING
The M3’s Smooth suspension, central driving position and small footprint gives 
users natural control, and greater manoeuvrability and access indoors, as well as 
a more comfortable driving experience outside.

It’s the narrowest chair in its class, and can drive at 5 km/h when elevated 
– the highest in its class. With Active Reach it offers forward tilt when seated or
elevated as standard, which is unique in its class. All in all it sets a new quality
standard for a mid-wheel chair.

Top speed 10 km/h

Active Height seat elevation:  
Allows all day long participation;  
300 mm of elevation at up to 5 km/h.

*More than 10° requires knee support



Here’s what to do next

If you’re a therapist 
To book a demonstration or training for the M3 Corpus, 
or to get help with a fitting for your users:

MMS Medical 
51 East Gate Drive,
Little Island,
Cork

Telephone: 021 4618000 

Email: info@mmsmedical.ie

www.mmsmedical.ie

WE’RE CONFIDENT 
YOU’LL WANT  
TO RECOMMEND  
THE M3 CORPUS®
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